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 Abstract:
 We explore the ultimate limits of miniaturization – the smallest switches and motors in the 

world. While our inspiration comes from Nature, using rigid synthetic molecules, so that we can 
go from quantum mechanics to mechanical engineering, in experiment, theory, and simulation. 
Using molecular design, tailored syntheses, intermolecular interactions, and selective chemistry 
to direct molecules into desired positions to create nanostructures, to connect functional 
molecules to the outside world, and to serve as test structures for measuring single or bundled 
molecules. We have developed the ability to place individual molecules into controlled 
environments and microscopes that simultaneously image structure, function, and spectra with 
submolecular resolution, tens and hundreds of thousands of times on the functional molecules 
and assemblies. In this way, we selectively and objectively test hypothesized mechanisms, 
enabling and disabling function and control using predictive and testable means. 
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